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The question can be raised why people buy properties in a planned and gated community 
such as the Centurion Residential Estate & Country Club where you have to abide by the 
governing documents and architectural guidelines of the association.  The answer is quite 
simple.  People probably liked how the community and the home looked in the first place. 
 
It is in the community’s best interests to have established written architectural guidelines for two 
reasons: 
 

§ Written guidelines indicate to owners what types of changes will be allowed under 
normal circumstances. 

§ Written guidelines are a way to avoid claims of arbitrary or selective treatment of 
owners. 

 
An architectural guideline is a rule that applies to the appearance of an owner’s property or 
the exterior of his or her unit or improvements.  Community associations use rules and 
architectural guidelines to maintain, preserve, enhance, and protect the property values and 
assets of the community.  The association’s enforcement efforts are meant to ensure that the 
homes and the amenities maximise property values.  Style and appearance – or aesthetics – 
are evident when all of the homes are maintained and constructed in a similar fashion to 
increase property values. 
 
When a home is purchased in a planned community, owners agree to abide by the 
maintenance requirement and aesthetics laid out in the governing documents and creates a 
contract between the owner and the association.  Upon purchase, owners also agree to abide 
by the association’s enforcement provisions.  The Board has a right to remedy violations of the 
governing documents when residents fail to maintain their properties and when they fail to 
seek approval before beginning a modification. 
 
Living in our Estate means being part of a community of people who share a secure high-
quality lifestyle.  Conduct rules for the community provide a means of protecting this lifestyle. 
They comply with the normal municipal rules, but also take our own circumstances into 
account.  They seek to ensure a safe environment and good order among residents and 
neighbours. 
 
Every title deed for property on the Estate contains a clause that stipulates that the property 
owner automatically becomes and remains a member of the Centurion Homeowners 
Association NPC (CHOA) and is subject to its Constitution until he ceases to be an owner.  It is 
a legally registered association without a share capital, i.e. a Section 21 company not for gain.  
One voting right is conferred with the purchase of any property (house, townhouse or duet) on 
the Estate.  The Memorandum of Incorporation (Constitution) is available for viewing at the 
offices of CHOA or on the website and copies can be obtained at a nominal charge. 
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The rules and regulations were drawn up by the developers and the first Board of Directors.  
They have been and may again be amended or added to from time to time as necessary, in 
accordance with Clause 21 of the Memorandum of Incorporation.  They regulate a host of 
matters, such as security procedures and access control, architectural design, preservation of 
the environment, the conduct of persons within the Estate, the use of amenities and facilities, 
the keeping of animals, etc. 
 
The rules are binding on all home owners and are applicable to all persons living on the Estate.  
Home owners have an obligation to ensure that members of their families as well as their 
tenants, visitors and employees abide by them. 
 
 

 
 

§ Please note that the CHOA office is a cashless environment. Payments may be made 
by card or EFT. 
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§ Adherence to the process for the approval of plans and control of building work is 
crucial to the maintenance of the aesthetical character and the safe environment of 
the Centurion Residential Estate and Country Club (CHOA) 

 
§ The CHOA policy is to be reasonable, yet strict on aesthetics, privacy, quality and very 

importantly, security.  
 

§ Only persons registered with the South African Council for the Architectural Profession 
(SACAP) will be allowed to submit drawings for review. Such professional shall be in 
possession of valid professional indemnity insurance. 

 
3.1  BUILDING PLAN SUBMISSION FOR CHOA APPROVAL 
 
STAGE 1: 
 

§ One set of coloured architectural plans (with proposed colour swatches attached), 
together with the completed submission form, SACAP registration and proof of 
professional indemnity, is to be submitted to the CHOA, who will in turn forward the file 
to the estate architects for evaluation. 

§ CHOA estate architect will scrutinise the architectural plans and make 
recommendations.  The estate architect may approach the Board of Directors to assist 
in the adjudication of the plans, where necessary. 

 
STAGE 2: 
 

§ Once the plans have been approved, the owner/agent is to submit three (3) sets of 
construction plans to the CHOA for stamping, together with proof of payment of the 
plan scrutiny fee. 

§ One set of construction plans shall be kept by the CHOA for record purposes. 
 
STAGE 3: 
 

§ Thereafter, the owner/agent must submit the construction plans to the Municipality, for 
building approval.  
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3.2  GENERAL NOTES REGARDING SUBMISSION OF PLANS TO THE CHOA 
 

§ The CHOA may, at its absolute discretion, grant a waiver of any the provisions of these 
guidelines, but any such waiver shall not constitute a precedent.  

§ Any plan approval prior to 1 May 2016, shall not be cited as a precedent. 
§ All building improvements shall take into account the aesthetic character, style and 

materials of the existing dwelling. 
§ The Board of Directors recommends the Owner who intends such alterations to confer 

with all affected neighbours indication intensions and duration of the project. 
§ Any encroachments to the building lines, coverage, privacy or height as determined 

by the current Town Planning scheme, shall require the consent from the owners of all 
affected properties. Such consent shall be in writing on the approved forms and the 
architectural plans. 

§ In all cases, plans should be submitted to the office of the CHOA for approval before it 
is submitted to the City of Tshwane for final approval. 

§ A set fee will be charged on submission of such plans.  Fees are revised on an annual 
basis by the Board of Directors on 1 March. 

§ Once approval has been obtained from both the CHOA and the City of Tshwane, 
building may commence under the CHOA Architectural & Building Guidelines.  The 
owner will accept responsibility to see to the fact that the building is completed 
according to the approved plans. 

§ Any construction done before approval in writing, will be deemed as unauthorised and 
done at the owner’s own risk. Penalties will follow and the matter will be reported to the 
Building Inspector. Approval of all such “as built” plans will be at a double fee and shall 
still comply with all items of the guidelines. 
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Plans approval fees are determined from time-to-time by Board of Directors and form part of 
the budgetary process.  
Fees are payable in full at Stage 1 of the plan submission process.  
 
4.1  CATEGORIES OF BUILDING WORK 
 
New dwelling or total renovation and alteration of existing dwelling 
Building work (additions and renovations) > 20 m² 
Building work (additions and renovations) < 20 m² 
Minor building work such as swimming pool, gazebo, open carports, domestic quarters, 
screen/boundary walls and gabions < 10 m² 
 
4.2  NEW DWELLINGS OR TOTAL RENOVATIONS AND ALTERATIONS OF EXISTING DWELLINGS 
 

§ Each case shall be adjudicated individually at Stage1 of the plan submission process. 
§ Overly decorative and garish styles are to be avoided. 
§ Reflective materials are prohibited. 
§ High maintenance materials are prohibited. 
§ Colour palettes shall be subdued in the main, although accent colours may be 

submitted for approval.  
§ Washing should only be hung on lines screened from the street and golf course. 
§ No signage advertising any business may be displayed anywhere on the Estate. 

 
4.3  ADDITIONS AND RENOVATIONS 
 

§ All additions must form an integral part of the design of the main dwelling and be 
comprised of the same materials and colour scheme. 

§ Exterior paint colours that differ markedly from previously approved colours must 
also be approved prior to re-painting. 

§ The addition may not read as a separate entity.  
§ Any flat roofed structure (including louvre decks) shall be designed to conceal the 

roofing material from view at ground level. 
§ All roofing structures on the golf course and street side must be of similar design of the 

existing property. 
§ Shade netting, canvass and reflective materials are prohibited materials. 
§ Garages: Direct entrance from the street – may not encroach on the 5m street building 

line. 
§ No more than 5 garage doors, not aligned in the same direction, will be allowed on a 

property. Only 3 may face the street, with an unnegotiable 5m distance between the 
boundary and the last mentioned garage doors. 

§ Garages: Side entrance (not facing the street) – relaxation of street building line 
permitted. 

§ Only 1 entrances/vehicle access points of 5m wide may be allowed to any property 
from any side collectively. 

§ Carports: Direct entrance from the street – relaxation of the street building line 
permitted, subject to a written undertaking from the Owner that the carport will not be 
enclosed with walls, doors or in any other way. 

§ Washing should only be hung on lines screened from the street and golf course. 
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§ No signage advertising for any business may be displayed anywhere on the Estate. 
§ Shade ports or any shade cloth roof screening will not be permitted. 
§ Privacy of neighbours must at all times be taken into account. 
§ Wendy houses are not allowed. 
§ Doll houses must be raised to 1 meter from ground level.  The roof must be similar 

to the colour of the property.  
§ Prior permission must be obtained for the erection of statues visible from the golf 

course and street side. All existing statues as at January 2017 may remain. 
 

4.4  BOUNDARY WALLS, FENCES AND PAVING  
 

§ Building plans must be submitted for approval for all boundary walls and fences.  
§ All boundary walls and fences shall be in accordance with the prevailing National 

Building regulations. 
§ All boundary walls and fences shall be constructed of low maintenance material.  This 

specifically excludes palisade fences and wooden fences with the exception of the 
greenbelt at Oakfields. 

§ High boundary walls are discouraged.  The maximum height of walls and fences on the 
golf course may not exceed 1m and all other walls may not exceed 1.8m from January 
2017 in any application. 

§ No backfilling may be made against any boundary wall. 
§ No security pegs or electric fencing on internal boundary walls and buildings of the 

Estate will be allowed. 
§ As from January 2017 no half-brick, imprint, tar or stone paving will be allowed. 
§ No sidewalks may be paved other than a 5m wide entrance to the garage. 
 

 
4.5  SWIMMING POOLS AND KOI PONDS 
 

§ Building plans must be submitted for approval for all swimming pools and koi ponds.  
§ All walls and fences shall be in accordance with the prevailing National Building 

regulations. 
§ The coping of pools shall be level with the natural ground level. 
§ Water from swimming pools shall not drain onto any neighbouring property nor onto 

grassed areas, but must be channeled into storm water drains. 
§ Any pumps, filters, heating devices and plumbing shall be screened in such a manner 

that they are not visible or audible outside the property.  
§ Additionally, all municipal by-laws shall apply. 

 
4.6  UTILITIES 
 

§ Building plans must be submitted for approval for all proposed installations.  
§ All plumbing shall be concealed in appropriate service ducts. 
§ Solar panels on pitched roofs shall be mounted flush with the roof surface and all piping 

shall be concealed. 
§ Solar panels and geysers on flat roofs shall be installed in such a manner that the 

mounting, geysers and associated plumbing is enclosed and concealed. Such 
enclosure shall complement the dwelling in material and colour.  

§ Visible netting is not permitted over solar panels  
§ Domestic television satellite dishes and aerials shall be mounted in the least 

conspicuous, practical position on the dwelling. 
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§ International satellite dishes and aerials shall not be visible from outside the property. 
§ Air conditioning units must be installed in such a manner that they and the associated 

plumbing are not visible, nor audible from outside the property. 
§ Generators shall not be operated outside of power interruptions.  
§ Water tanks, water pumps and the associated plumbing shall be installed in such a 

manner that they are incorporated into the architectural design of the dwelling. They 
may not be visible or audible outside the property. 

§ Bore-holes are not permitted. 
§ All properties shall have a dolomite management plan in place. 
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4.7  TREES 
 
 

§ Trees may be planted on your property, with preference given to indigenous trees, 
which do not have an aggressive root system, unless restricted by servitudes.   

§ Ensure that trees on your property do not encroach on your neighbour’s rights to enjoy 
the use of his/her property. 

§ Should branches of a tree growing on an adjoining property overhang your property, 
you may approach your neighbour to prune them back to the boundary line. 

§ Should your request be refused, you may prune the branches yourself, to the extent 
that they overhang your property, although you may not keep the branches, unless 
your neighbour refuses to collect them. 

§ You may recover from your neighbour the reasonable expense of removing the 
branches. 

§ You may be request the removal of roots that encroach your property, whether on the 
surface or underground, or you may remove them yourself, under the same conditions 
as overhanging branches.   
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§ The Owner will be held accountable for the actions and omissions of the Contractor.  
The Owner may appoint the Contractor to act on his/her behalf, but he/she may not 
delegate accountability. 

§ The Building Contractor and all its Service providers and employees will register with the 
CHOA and pay the applicable fee for the duration of the project.  Valid ID documents 
or Passports with work permits will be required for all persons working on site. 

§ Portable toilet facilities must be provided and placed with consideration to the privacy 
of all concerned. 

§ Building work will be carried out Monday to Thursday between 07:30 to 17:00 and on 
Friday from 07:30 to 16:00 only.  All contract workers need to exit the Estate within half 
an hour after the stipulated building hours.  No work will be permitted over weekends 
or public holidays. 

§ No power tools may be in use between 16:00 and 07:30 Monday to Friday and at any 
time over a weekend or public holiday. 

§ When concrete pumps are used, protective sheeting must be provided to ensure there 
is no spillage in the road. 

§ A suitable skip must be provided on site to collect all rubble.  Full skips must be removed 
immediately. 

§ All construction sites shall be screened with shade cloth for the duration of the building 
contract, as follows: 

§ Such shade cloth shall be green or black with minimum density of 80%. 
§ The shade cloth shall be 1800mm in height. 
§ The shade cloth barrier shall be fixed securely with sturdy steel droppers and durable 

horizontal top, middle and bottom cords between droppers. 
§ Corner posts shall be properly stayed to prevent sagging or collapse. 
§ The building site will be kept and maintained in a clean and tidy condition at all times.  

The street around the construction site will be swept daily.  Fines will be imposed if it is 
found not to be the case. 

§ Contractor staff will be restricted to move around the Estate.  They are not permitted to 
walk around the Estate. 

§ No Contractor staff will be permitted to sleep over on the premises. 
§ No construction vehicles may obstruct the traffic flow or park in the road. 
§ All construction work shall comply with the ruling Occupation, Health and Safety Act. 
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STAGE 1: 
 

§ Prior to the commencement of construction, it is the responsibility of the Owner to 
arrange a Site Handover Meeting with the Estate Architects, at a suitable date and time 
on the designated site. 

§ During this meeting the Owner and the Contractor will be obliged to complete a 
document containing all their relevant personal and contact details. 

§ They will be presented with a Code of Conduct outlining the Estate Rules regarding 
building activities.  Both parties are required to sign the document. 

§ The Owner shall supply one full set of approved construction plans, with both municipal 
and CHOA stamps affixed. 

§ A Building Program must be provided to the CHOA Estate Architect stating:   
§ Starting date of the project;  
§ Date of final completion. 
§ The Contractor shall register all sub-contractors, artisans and laborers at the Security 

Office. 
§ Construction may now commence. 
§ A short report and all relevant information will be submitted to the Board of Directors. 
§ It is the Architect’s responsibility to ensure that all building work conform to the code an 

immediately report variations/ discrepancies from approved building plans. 
§ It will be expected from all Architects to deliver a full service, as prescribed by SACAP, 

and not just compile and submit plans. 
 
STAGE 2: 
 

§ The Owner shall arrange a final inspection with the Estate Architects on the date of final 
completion of the works, as indicated on the Building Program. 

§ A complete final inspection will take place.  Hereafter, the CHOA will present the Owner 
with a Completion Certificate which will enable the Owner to request a Final Inspection 
from the Municipal Building Inspector. 

§ The Owner may now invite the Municipal Building Inspector for a final inspection in order 
to obtain an Occupation Certificate from the municipality. 

§ A copy of the Occupation Certificate from the Municipal Building Inspector shall be 
submitted to the CHOA (Facsimile or e-mail) and will be kept on file. 

§ Occupation of the works may now take place. 
§ A short report and all relevant information will be submitted to the Board of Directors. 
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§ To ensure a safe and secure environment for all residents, their visitors and staff, it is 
essential that all parties give their unqualified support and cooperation regarding the 
security procedures.  For your own and all other residents’ safety, these procedures will 
be strictly applied by the security personnel. 

§ Maintenance contractors, service providers must be furnished with an access code by 
the Owner/Resident. Such persons shall only be allowed into the Estate with a valid 
visitor’s code provided and in possession of a valid driver’s license or ID book.  Only the 
main entrance may be used for access.  

§ The same code will be valid for leaving the premises. 
 
 

 
 

§ In the event of annoyances or complaints, the involved parties should attempt to settle 
the matter between themselves, exercising tolerance and consideration.  In instances 
where problems cannot be resolved, the matter should be brought in writing to the 
attention of the Directors or General Manager in the prescribed manner. 

 
 

 
 

§ No building rubble, garden refuse or other litter may be dumped or discarded 
in any public area.  

§ Trees shall not be damaged or removed without permission from the CHOA. 
§ Swimming pool water may not be emptied onto a neighbouring property into 

the storm water system. 
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It is the policy of the CHOA to expect from its members to maintain good neighbourliness with 
the Centurion Country Club (‘CCC’).  It is also expected that no encroachments or gardens 
will be allowed without measuring against this policy and prior approval from the CCC.  The 
CCC reserves the right to remove any garden or fence on its property.   
 
The following criteria apply on the golf course: 
 

§ Prior to erection, nets to screen homes from golf balls must be approved by the 
Board of the CHOA as well as the Sport Club management. The consent of 
neighbours is also required.  A copy of the specifications for the erection of nets is 
available at the CHOA office. 

§ No gardens will be allowed within play of the golf course. 
§ An application in writing must be submitted for any garden that will be outside the erf 

boundaries, prior to the establishment of such a garden.  Final approval will only be 
given after completion.  The garden must be completed within 30 days from the date 
of the application. 

§ Applications must include a list of plants to be used. 
§ Vegetation to be planted must be in line with the theme of the golf course. 
§ Any plants planted without an application will be removed by the CCC without notice. 
§ No applications will be considered when the garden exceeds the out of bounds steaks 

of the golf course. 
§ The CCC is the only entity allowed to determine the position of and to move out of 

bounds stakes.  Should homeowners move out of bound stakes, penalties will be 
incurred. 

§ Walls and fences on the golf course are limited to a maximum height of 600mm, except 
at swimming pools.  

§ No fence or physical structure of any kind may be erected on the golf course. 
§ No banners, posters or plaques will be allowed on the golf course side of any property. 
§ The CCC will evaluate gardens and reserve the right to request owners to remove 

gardens that do not adhere to the rules of gardens outside the erf boundaries. 
§ No hedges will be allowed on the approved golf course encroachment garden. 
§ No jungle gyms, trampolines or similar equipment will be allowed in these areas. 
§ No edging of gardens will be allowed. 
§ Golfers will have the right to play or retrieve a ball from any part of a garden outside 

the erf boundaries at any time. 
§ Grass areas in the rough may not be cut shorter than 15mm. 
§ Any such application may not create an additional load on the CCC contractor for 

maintenance. 
§ The decisions of the Board of Directors are final and binding. 
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Examples of encroachments: 
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All residents are required to respect that the river, river frontage and riverbanks are OUT OF 
BOUNDS to resident’s manipulations, other than pleasurable walking and enjoyment of the 
environment as maintained by the CHOA. 
 
It is therefore policy that: 
 

§ Residents are not allowed to remove existing bushes or trees growing on the riverbank 
or adjacent areas. 

§ Gardening activities are prohibited beyond the boundaries of each home on the 
riverfront. 

§ Residents living on the riverbanks are only allowed to beautify or plant bushes and trees 
with the approval of the CHOA.   Permission should be requested in writing and 
accompanied with a layout and specifications of intended changes to existing 
gardens. 

 
 

 
 

§ Electrical sub-stations and meter boxes must at all times be accessible and owners are 
responsible to clear vegetation at least 700mm from access doors or cooling grids. 

§ No pot plants, soil or any other objects may be placed over municipal manholes. 
 
 


